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e are proud to publish the 23rd edition of the Robo Report® 
covering the first quarter of 2022. �is Report is a 
continuation of an ongoing study that monitors well-known W

robo advisors. We strive to provide a reliable resource for both investors 
and professionals interested in the digital advice industry.

Highlights:

�e Robo Report®
First Quarter 2022

 Protections against rising inflation defined winning portfolios in Q1 2022;
 Wealthfront, Morgan Stanley Inflation Conscious, and Personal Capital were
the best performers (pg. 5)

 For three-year performance, strong domestic bias propelled Zacks Advantage to the
top spot (pg. 7)

 Wealthfront is the new long-term winner as its balanced portfolio showed resiliency
among volatile market conditions (pg. 7)

 Shorter duration bond allocations boosted fixed-income returns for Zacks Advantage,
Personal Capital, and Marcus Smart Beta (pg. 6)
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Executive Summary
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This edition of the Robo Report tracks 58
accounts at 35 di�erent providers. The Robo
Report continues to evolve, and this quarter we
bring you our usual data, which can be found
online at theroboreport.com/data/, as well as
performance commentary for the quarter. Next
quarter, we will provide an in-depth review of the
industry and where it stands, as well as an update
to our semi-annual Robo Ranking.

We also want to address one other change this
quarter. As a reader, you are familiar with
Backend Benchmarking being the �rm that
publishes the Robo Report. Backend
Benchmarking was founded by the president and
founder of an independent investment advisor
called Condor Capital Wealth Management. The
teams at Condor and Backend Benchmarking
have always been closely related and the genesis of
the Robo Report was at Condor prior to the
formation of Backend Benchmarking. Recently,
the Robo Report and the team that puts it
together was integrated back into Condor Capital
and we will no longer be using the name Backend
Benchmarking. The same team is still writing the
Robo Report and will continue to publish new
editions along with our data. We have always

been, and will continue to be, dedicated to a fair,
unbiased approach in our analysis of robo
advisors. Most importantly, the email address
that will be sending out the report going forward
will be theroboreport@condorcapital.com. Please
help us with e-mail delivery and add this email
address to your whitelist. If you have any issues
receiving the next quarter’s report, please email us
here so we can get it to you.

The �rst quarter of 2022 has been a tumultuous
one and the volatility has only worsened since the
end of the quarter. With in�ation, the war in
Ukraine, and the federal reserve ramping up
e�orts to dampen demand, markets have been
di�cult to navigate both in equities and �xed
income. Firms like Wealthfront, Schwab, and
Personal Capital have outperformed this quarter
in a reversal from previous periods, bolstered by
holdings in commodities and energy. In a reversal
of previous trends, portfolios holding speci�c tilts
towards value have outperformed year-to-date
and are closing the gap from previous periods of
underperformance. In �xed income, those
portfolios holding TIPS and managers that have
limited-duration exposure have minimized losses
this quarter.

https://theroboreport.com/data
https://www.condorcapital.com/?utm_source=1q22+robo+report&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=1q22_robo_report


Top Performers

Year-to-Date Top Performers

Best 2nd 3rd

Total Portfolio Wealthfront
Morgan Stanley Inflation

Conscious
Personal Capital

Equity Wealthfront Interactive Advisors Schwab Domestic Focus

Fixed Income

Produced by The Robo Report

1-Year Trailing Top Performers

Best 2nd 3rd

Total Portfolio Zacks Advantage
Morgan Stanley Inflation

Conscious

Equity Wealthfront Zacks Advantage Marcus Invest Core IRA

Fixed Income Schwab Domestic Focus Schwab
Morgan Stanley Inflation

Conscious

Produced by The Robo Report

3-Year Trailing Top Performers

Best 2nd 3rd
Total Portfolio Zacks Advantage Wealthfront SoFi

Equity Zacks Advantage SoFi Morgan Stanley SRI
Fixed Income Schwab Axos Invest SigFig

Produced by The Robo Report

5-Year Trailing Top Performers

Best 2nd 3rd
Total Portfolio Wealthfront Fidelity Go Axos Invest

Equity Fidelity Go Wealthfront Vanguard P.A.S.
Fixed Income Schwab Axos Invest SigFig

Produced by The Robo Report
Total Portfolio winners are based on the portfolio's return vs. the Normalized Benchmark. Returns are net of fees and are as of 03/31/2022.
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Wealthfront

Zacks Advantage
Marcus Invest Sma rt

BetaPersonal Capital



Performance Commentary

throughout the world, exacerbated by China’s
zero-covid policy and resulting lockdowns. It has
yet to be seen if this current wave of in�ation will
prevail long term, but investors are taking a
second look at their portfolios to plan for
in�ationary shocks accordingly.

Year-to-Date: Wealthfront, Morgan Stanley
In�ation Conscious, and Personal Capital
protect investors’ nest eggs from the perils of
rising in�ation.

In light of stocks and bonds declining, many
investors are asking themselves how to best
protect their assets in a rising in�ationary and
interest rate environment. Investors in
Wealthfront will be familiar with the notable
allocation to commodities-related asset classes
found in their portfolios. For example, our
moderate growth allocation had about 10%
allocated to VDE, the Vanguard Energy ETF,
which focuses primarily on the various stages of
oil and gas production. This ETF returned over
38% for the year-to-date period ending March 31,
2022, propelling Wealthfront to an impressive
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-0.7% return for equity-only performance. On the
other hand, the average robo advisor returned
-6.1% for equity-only performance during the
same period. The bold allocation to VDE is the
primary driver of why Wealthfront reached the
top spot.

Protections against rising inflation defined winning portfolios in Q1 2022: Wealthfr ont,
Morgan Stanley Inflation Conscious, and Personal Capital thrive

For three-year performance, strong domestic bias propelled Zacks Advantage to the top spot 

Wealthfront is the new long-term winner as its balanced portfolio showed r esiliency among
volatile market conditions

Shorter-duration bond allocations boosted fixed-income returns for Zacks Advantage, 
 Personal  Capital,    and Marcus Smart Beta

Background

 As  the cal endar y ear change d  to  2022,  so  too  has
 the climate f or inv estors acr oss  the glo be.  During
 the first quarter ,  the U.S. experience d infl ation
 data poin ts  of  7.5%,  7.9%,  and  8.5% f or January ,
February ,  and Marc h, respectively ,  as measure d b y
 the 12-mon th percentag e chang e  in  the
Consumer Pric e Inde x (  CPI).  In accordanc e  with
 the Fed’ s  signaling inter est  rate hik es,  the 10-Y ear
Tr easury r ose fr om  1.63%  on J anuary 3r d  to
 2.32% b y Marc h  31,  2022.  The com bination  of
 rising infl ation  and  rising inter est  rates cause d
signi can t dec lines  in interme diate  and
long-d uration  bonds,  as w ell  as so-calle d
“long-d uration stocks ”,  or  those  with expecte d
 earnings f ar in to  the futur e. F or referenc e,  the
R ussell  3000 Gro wth Inde x returne d  -9.25%,
whil e  the Barclay s Aggr egate  Bond Inde x
returne d  -5.93% f or  the y ear-to-date  period
 ending Marc h  31,  2022.  As inv estors acr oss  the
glo be revie w  their statemen ts  to  nd p ainful
performanc e, man y ar e reconsid ering  their
options.

Ov erseas,  the  tragic w ar betwe en R ussia  and
U kraine pushe d  oil pric es fr om  about  $77 do llars
 per barr el  at  the  beginning  of  the year ,  to over
 $100 b y  the  end  of  the  quarter w hen loo king  at
WTI crud e. Furthermor e, pric es wer e pushe d
upwar ds  as supply/d  emand imbalanc es continued



Robo Advisor
YTD

Quartile
3-Year

Quartile
5-Year

Quartile
% Growth % Value

% Dedicated
to Commodities/ Energy

Stocks

Wealthfront 1st 1st 1st 25% 36% 10%

Personal Capital 1st 3rd 4th 28% 29% 7%

Schwab 1st 3rd 4th 21% 38% 1%

*Ranks are in quartiles of Total Portfolio Performance vs. the Normalized Benchmark

Similar to Wealthfront, Morgan Stanley’s

Personal Capital’s
standard portfolio
invested in speci�c asset
classes that generated
positive returns during
the year-to-date period.
Morgan’s portfolio held

TPYP and PDBC, a pipeline-rated ETF and
commodities-basket ETF, respectively. These
investments supported performance, as TPYP
and PDBC returned over 20% and 25%,
respectively, for the three-month trailing period
ending March 31, 2022. Moreover, this is at a
time when the S&P 500 Index declined by over
-4.60%. Personal Capital earned its top spot in
part by holding PDBC as well as the iShares Gold
Trust ETF, IAU. This fund held up well and
returned over 5.8% during the period, which
supported returns, albeit signi�cantly less than
energy and commodities. Lastly, Personal
Capital’s relative performance was a function of
its bond allocation as much as its equities and
alternatives.

In addition to speci�c allocations to commodities,
Wealthfront, Personal Capital, and Schwab are all
overweight value. Growth names were the hardest
hit during the quarter as rising rates make future
cash �ows worth less today. The Russell 3000
Growth underperformed the Russell 3000 Value
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The bold allocation to 
VDE is the primary driver 
of why Wealthfront 
reached the top spot.

Growth names were the 
hardest hit during the quarter 
as rising rates make future 
cash flows worth less today.

inde  x b y  8.4%  in   the quarter  . Schw ab   and
Wealthfron  t hav  e l  ong hel d   a val  ue til t  to   their
portfo lios,   and whil  e val ue   has    significantl  y
outperforme d   this year  , growth   has generall  y
outperformed value for the past decade.

Z acks   Adva ntage hel d  the   top spo  t f or   bonds f  or
  the y ear  2022.  The   top thre  e performers, 

  Zacks       Advantage,
Personal          Capital,
and    Marcus    Smart
Beta,    all          held
effective        durations
a measure of  interest
rate  sensitivity,   well   below   the   averag e
robo advisor . Zacks   Advantage held a duration  of
about  3 years, while Personal Capital  and Marcus
Smart   Beta  hel d durations of about 5.0  and  3.7,
respectively . The averag e robo  in our data set hel d
 a duration of upwards of 5.8 years. This  means
all thre e of these robos wer e prepare d fo r a rise  in
the general interest rate—a downstr eam
consequenc e of rising  in ation. Personal C apital
was further supporte d b y its  signi can t  TIPS
allocation, whic h outperforme d the Barclay s
Aggregate Bond Inde x b y over 2% y ear-to-date.
On the other hand, Wealthfront’ s
municipal-heavy , longer-duration bond portfo lio
was down about -6.9% for the period. However ,
investors can rest assure d that performanc e fr om
Wealthfront’ s equities has mor e than mad e up f or
that decline. Wealthfront, Personal Capital, and

Infl ation Conscious-theme d ro bo ad visor and



Schwab were all great
choices for this rising
in�ationary environment
when compared to the
average robo advisor.

3-Years: Zacks Advantage wins the best
performer over three years

Zacks Advantage won the top spot for 3-year
performance thanks to a strong domestic bias in
its equity portfolio. In fact, whereas the average
robo was allocated to about 64% of U.S. equities,
Zacks was allocated to over 88% of U.S. stocks,
propelling performance as the S&P 500 Index
outperformed the MSCI EAFE Index by over
10%, per year. The SoFi portfolio and Morgan
Stanley’s Socially Responsible Investing (SRI)
portfolio were the next two best equity
performers thanks to signi�cant allocations to
growth stocks, which has been well-documented
in previous editions of the Report. While value
stocks have outperformed YTD and have shrunk
the performance gap with growth stocks, growth
has still outperformed over longer periods.

Robo Advisor 3-Year Quartile % of Stocks in
U.S.

Zacks 1st 88%

Wealthfront 1st 72%

SoFi 1st 71%

Average Robo - 64%

From a �xed-income perspective, Schwab, Axos,
and SigFig boasted between 2.9% and 2.7% in
returns, whereas the average robo returned about
1.3% for the 3-year period ending March 31,
2022. The outperformance was due to Schwab
and SoFi's allocation to TIPS, while Axos'
portfolio was allocated to short-duration high

yield, all of which proved especially valuable due
to the rising rate environment in 2022.

5-Years: Wealthfront is the new
best-performing robo alongside Fidelity Go
and Axos Invest for 5-year returns

Wealthfront and
Fidelity Go boasted
over 72% and 71%
domestic stocks,
respectively, as a
proportion of the
total equity
portfolio. This was
at a time when the
S&P 500 Index returned about 16% per annum,
while the MSCI EAFE Index, a developed
international markets index, returned 7.3% per
annum, for the 5-year period ending March 31,
2022. Interestingly, however, the trends in growth
versus value were less decisive. Wealthfront is
allocated to roughly 25% growth equities, while
Fidelity held closer to a market-neutral allocation
with 37% in growth at a time when the Russell
3000 Growth Index returned 20.1% annually and
the Russell 3000 value returned just 10.1% for the
5-year period ending March 31, 2022. Axos was
modestly overweight U.S. stocks and neutral
growth equities, which supported its returns,
placing it in the top quartile. Wealthfront
managed the top performance spot despite being
overweight value. This has been supported by
energy and dividend stocks, which have had
signi�cant outperformance in the �rst quarter of
2022.

Schwab and Axos took the top two spots for �xed
income performance, both of which
demonstrated more sophistication than those
robos that focused on standard intermediate
investment-grade bond funds as their primary
holdings. Schwab’s portfolio was well designed for
an in�ationary environment, as just shy of 40% of
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In fact, whereas the average 
robo was allocated to about 
64% of U.S. equities, Zacks 
was allocated to over 88% of 
U.S. stocks, propelling 
performance as the S&P 500 
Index outperformed the MSCI 
EAFE Index by over 10%, per 
year.

However, investors can rest 
assured that performance 
from Wealthfront’s equities 
has more than made up for 
that decline.



its bonds were allocated to TIPS ETFs, which
have principal amounts that are boosted by rising
CPI numbers. Axos was less prepared for rising

in�ation and more
prepared for rising
interest rates, as upwards
of 29% of its total �xed
income portfolio was
allocated to HYS and
SJNK, short-duration
high-yield bonds. Given

that default rates have been down, supporting
high-yield issues, and rates have risen, supporting
short-duration instruments, these ETFs proved to
be compelling choices over traditional bonds.
Investors need to keep in mind, however, that
Schwab continues to be a less-than-stellar choice
due to the company’s business model, which
involves holding high allocations to cash in its
robo’s portfolios.

Final Remarks

The year 2022 has been a rude awakening for
investors who have become accustomed to low
in�ation, positive stock prices, and growth stocks
performing well. High in�ation, rising rates, and
concerns around the Russia/Ukraine crisis have
caused investors to demand earnings now as
opposed to far into the future. In terms of major
robo advisors, Wealthfront, Personal Capital, and
Schwab have held up well in 2022 and will likely
continue to outperform if in�ation is above
expectations. Furthermore, they make great
compliments to the more growth-oriented robos
like SoFi, SigFig, and Fidelity Go. We will
continue to monitor these trends as markets
evolve.
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Schwab’s portfolio was well 
designed for an inflationary 
environment, as just shy of 40% 
of its bonds were allocated to 
TIPS ETFs, which have principal 
amounts that are boosted by 
rising CPI numbers.



Total Portfolio Performance
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Acorns

Ally Invest Managed Portfolios

Axos Invest

Betterment

E*Trade Core

E*Trade Core SRI

Ellevest

Fidelity Go

FutureAdvisor

Interactive Advisors

JP Morgan Chase Automated Investing

Marcus Invest Core

Marcus Invest Smart Beta

Marcus Invest SRI

Merrill Edge Guided Investing

Merrill Edge Guided Investing SRI
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Morgan Stanley Market-Tracking

Morgan Stanley SRI

Personal Capital

Schwab

Schwab Domestic Focus

SigFig

SoFi

TD Ameritrade

TD Ameritrade SRI

UBS Advice Advantage

US Bank Automated Investor

Wealthfront

Zacks Advantage

YTD 1-Year 3-Year 5-Year



Terms of Use (“Terms”)

Last updated: 9/30/2021

Please read these Terms of Use (“Terms”, “Terms of Use”) carefully before subscribing to the Robo Report® and the Robo
Ranking® (“Our Research”, “Research”) distributed by Digital Advice LLC (“The Company”) through the website
https://theroboreport.com/ (“Websites”, “Website”).

Your access to and use of Our Research is conditioned on your acceptance of and compliance with the Terms. These Terms
apply to all subscribers and others who access or use  Our Research.

The Company reserves the right to change these terms at any time without notice. By continuing to subscribe to Our
Research, you agree to abide by them.

Our Research focuses on digital services providing automated investment advice (“Robo”, “Robos”). A “Covered Robo” is
any Robo for which the Company publishes historical return data in Our Research.

Our Research is copyrighted and owned by the Company. Use of Our Research for commercial purposes is strictly prohibited
without written consent or a license, except for Covered Robos who wish to use Our Research for marketing purposes,
subject to the following requirements:

1. If materials, insights, facts, data or other information from Our Research is used, Our Research must be
cited as the source and it must be stated Our Research is produced by The Robo Report.

2. To avoid misrepresentation, the name or time period of Our Research cited must be stated. For example,
if the information used is performance from the First Quarter 2018 the Robo Report, it must be clearly
stated that the performance is from the first quarter report, or performance numbers are from the time
period ending 03/31/2018.

3. The Company does not permit the redistribution of Our Research. We welcome and encourage including
a link to our Website in any articles or other materials. We provide the report for free to anyone who
wants to subscribe. Attaching, hosting for download, or including a link that allows a user to directly
access Our Research is prohibited. The appropriate link for our Website to use is:
https://www.theroboreport.com

4. One must use the most recent version of Our Research at the time of publishing. The most recent version
of Our Research and the date it was published are on https://www.theroboreport.com. The newest
version can be obtained by filling out the subscription form on the Website or by contacting the
Company directly.
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Failur e  to compl y  with  the aforementione d guid elines ma y resul t  in  a takedo wn notic e, revoc ation  of y our subscrip tion  to
Our Research, and/or legal action.

T o re quest  written consen t  or  a lic ense, con tact  The Compan y  at theroboreport@condorcapital.com  or c all  732-893-8290
and ask for David Goldstone.

Disclaimer of Warranties:
 Our Researc h  is provide d  “as is ”;  with  all faul ts.  The Compan y disc laims  all warran ties  of an y  kind regar ding  the Researc h,
 either expr ess  or implie d, incl uding  but no t limite d to , an y implie d warran ty  of merchantability ,  fitness f or  a p articular
 purpose, ownership , noninfringemen t, accurac y  of inf ormational conten t,  and absenc e  of  viruses  and  damaging  or disab ling
code.

 The Compan y d oes no t warran t  the accuracy , compl eteness,  or  timeliness  of  the Researc h.  The Compan y  shall no t  be
responsible for investment decisions, damages, or other losses resulting  from use of Our Research.

P ast performanc e d oes no t guarante e futur e performanc e.  The Compan y  shall no t  be considere d  an “e xpert” und er  the
Se curities A ct  of  1933.  The Compan y d oes no t warran t  that  this servic e comp lies  with  the requiremen ts  of  the FINR A  or
any similar organization or with the securities laws of any jurisdiction.”

S ome  jurisdictions d o no t allo w  the excl usion  or  limitation  of implie d warran ties,  so  the abov e excl usions  or  limitations ma y
not apply.

mailto:theroboreport@condorcapital.com


Disclosures
1 These accounts were funded with more than the minimum amount required to establish an account. Had the accounts been funded with more assets,
they would be charged a �at dollar fee up to $1,000,000. Because the fee is a �at dollar amount, a higher account balance would have the result of increasing
re�ected performance, while a lower account balance would have the result of decreasing re�ected performance. In December of 2018, a $1 fee was not
recorded.  Performance has been updated to include this fee as of Q1 2019.

2 This account has no minimum required to establish an account, but had the account been funded with more assets, it would, at certain asset levels, be
eligible for a lower advisory fee. The lower advisory fee would have the result of increasing re�ected performance.

3 These accounts were funded with more than the minimum amount required to establish an account. There is no fee schedule; all accounts are charged
the same asset-based fee. Therefore, performance is not a�ected by the account’s asset level.

4 This account was funded with the minimum or more than the minimum amount required to establish an account at the time of opening. Had the
account been funded with more assets it would, at certain asset levels, be eligible for a lower advisory fee. The lower advisory fee would have the result of
increasing re�ected performance.

5 This account was funded with more than the minimum in order to take advantage of tax-loss harvesting. Tax-loss harvesting may result in better or worse
performance compared to similarly positioned accounts that are not enrolled in tax-loss harvesting. This account is enrolled in their digital-only
“Intelligent Portfolios”, thus it is not charged an advisory fee. If one were to upgrade to “Intelligent Advisory” which introduces access to live advisors, a
subscription fee would be levied, which would decrease re�ected performance.

6 These accounts were funded with the minimum amount required to establish an account. At balances less than $10,000, there is no advisory fee. Had the
account been funded with  $10,000 or more, an asset-based advisory fee would be levied, which would decrease re�ected performance.

7 These accounts were funded with the minimum amount required to establish an account at the time of opening. There is no fee schedule; all accounts are
charged the same asset-based fee. Therefore, performance is not a�ected by the account’s asset level.

8 These accounts have no minimum required to establish an account. Prior to the Axos and Wisebanyan acquisition and integration, this account was not
charged a management fee. Had additional service packages, such as tax-loss harvesting, been added, the lesser of an asset-based fee or �at dollar fee would
have been assessed. These fees would have decreased the re�ected performance. Currently, this account is charged a 0.24% management fee. In August of
2021, there was a reporting issue with this provider. The issue has been resolved but the resolution e�ectively caused a rebalance of the account on
09/30/2021.

9 This account was funded with the minimum investment amount at the time. At the time of opening, the account had a 0.25% management fee. Due to
changes in the service at the end of the 1st quarter of 2017, new accounts are charged a 0.30% management fee. The fee on our account was grandfathered
in and remains at 0.25%. The higher advisory fee would have the result of decreasing re�ected performance.

10 These accounts were funded with the minimum amount required to establish an account. This account is enrolled in their digital-only “Essential
Portfolios” and is charged an asset-based advisory fee. If one were to upgrade to “Selective Portfolios” which introduces access to live advisors, a higher
asset-based advisory fee schedule would apply, which would decrease re�ected performance. “Essential Portfolios” does not appear to be available to new
clients, likely due to the pending Schwab and TD Ameritrade integration. These accounts are grandfathered into the “Essential Portfolios” program and
are charged a 0.30% annual asset-based management fee.

11 This account has no minimum required to establish an account, but had the account been funded with more assets, it would, at certain asset levels, be
eligible for a lower advisory fee. The lower advisory fee would have the result of increasing re�ected performance. A special request was made for an
allocation of 60% equities and 40% �xed income or close to it, but this allocation was not one of the standard models at the time of account opening. At
the time of account opening the closest standard models o�ered were in the range of 50/50 or 75/25 equity to �xed income split.

12 These accounts were funded with more than the minimum amount required to establish an account. Due to the asset-based advisory fee, performance is
not a�ected by the accounts’ asset levels. In previous reports, we reported the performance of two accounts that were combined to achieve a 60/40
allocation. Due to our introduction of Normalized Benchmarking we are no longer reporting the combined account, but just the account with the closest
to a 60/40 allocation as we could achieve at this provider.

13 These accounts were funded with less than the minimum investment through an agreement between The Robo Report and the provider. There is no
advisory fee levied regardless of the amount of assets invested.
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14 This account was funded with the minimum amount required to establish an account. A �at, asset-based advisory fee is levied on the account. Had we
subscribed to additional, speci�c, provider products the account would be eligible for a lower asset-based advisory fee. A lower advisory fee would have the
result of increasing re�ected performance.

15 This account has no minimum required to establish an account and is enrolled in the Digital Only plan. If the account was enrolled in the premium
service with access to live advisors, there would be a higher asset-based advisory fee. The higher advisory fee would have the result of decreasing re�ected
performance.

16 This account is enrolled in the Self Service plan. If the account was enrolled in the Full Service Plan, the fee would be higher or lower depending on the
level of assets in the
account. The higher/lower advisory fee would have the result of decreasing/increasing re�ected performance. Recently, this provider changed its fee
schedule, but our account was grandfathered in at the previous, lower fee for the size of the account. New accounts would be subject to the new fee
schedule, which would decrease re�ected performance at most account size levels.

17 This account was funded with more than the minimum amount required to establish an account. This account will not be charged an advisory fee
through 2019. In previous reports, we reported the performance of two accounts that were combined to achieve a 60/40 allocation. Due to our
introduction of Normalized Benchmarking we are no longer reporting the combined account, but only the account with the closest to a 60/40 allocation
as we could achieve at this provider.

18 This account was funded with more than the minimum amount required to establish an account. This account will not be charged an advisory fee
through 2019.

20 This account was funded with the minimum required to establish an account. This account is enrolled in their digital-only “Intelligent Portfolios”, thus
it is not charged an advisory fee. If one were to upgrade to “Intelligent Advisory” which introduces access to live advisors, a subscription fee would be
levied, which would decrease re�ected performance.

21 These accounts were funded with more than the minimum amount required to establish an account. There is no fee schedule; all accounts are charged
the same asset-based fee. Therefore, performance is not a�ected by the account’s asset level. The fee was waived for the �rst year. Had a fee been levied,
re�ected performance would have been lower.

22 These accounts were funded with more than the minimum amount required to establish an account. There is currently no fee schedule; all accounts are
charged the same asset-based fee. Therefore, performance is not a�ected by the account’s asset level. Previously, the fee was only assessed on balances in
excess of $10,000.

23 These accounts were funded with the minimum amount required to establish an account. There is no fee schedule; all accounts are charged the same
asset-based fee. Therefore, performance is not a�ected by the account’s asset level. The fee was waived for an initial promotional period. Had a fee been
levied, re�ected performance would have been lower.

24 Interactive Advisors is registered as an advisor under the name of Covestor Ltd. and is part of the Interactive Brokers Group. This account was funded
with the minimum required to open an account and is invested in their Asset Allocation portfolio. It is charged an asset-based fee. There is no fee schedule
on this account; therefore performance is not a�ected by the account’s asset levels. Previously, the account was charged a lower asset-based fee; the increase
took e�ect starting March 2019. Interactive Advisors o�ers multiple strategies with di�erent sets of fees, including Smart Beta, index-tracking and model
ETF portfolios, in addition to the Asset Allocation portfolios. Interactive Advisors also o�ers a marketplace for actively managed portfolios for which it
charges higher fees (0.08-1.5%), part of which it remits to the portfolio managers supplying the data underlying those strategies.

25 Originally, there was no advisory fee on these accounts. Had additional service packages, such as tax-loss harvesting, been added, the lesser of an
asset-based fee or �at dollar fee would have been assessed. In June 2018, one package was activated, resulting in a fee on these accounts. This fee decreases
the re�ected performance.

26 This account was enrolled in Prudential’s Strategic Portfolios. It was funded with the minimum required to open an account. Had the account been
funded with more assets it would, at certain asset levels, be eligible for a lower advisory fee. The lower advisory fee would have the result of increasing
re�ected performance. Prudential also o�ers Reserve Portfolios for short-term investing, which have a lower account minimum and fee. However, the
Reserve Portfolios do not allow asset-allocation customization based on individual demographic and risk tolerance.

27 This account has no minimum required to establish an account and is enrolled in the Digital Only plan. If more was invested, the account would be
assessed a lower asset-based fee, which would increase re�ected performance. If the account was enrolled in the premium service with access to live advisors,
there would be a higher asset-based advisory fee. The higher advisory fee would have the result of decreasing re�ected performance. All balances above $2
million are charged a lower asset-based advisory fee. A lower advisory fee would have the result of increasing re�ected performance. The 2018 end-of-year
statement for Betterment did not include dividends received near the end of 2018, these dividends �rst appeared on the March 31st, 2019 statement.
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These dividends are re�ected as of the Q1 2019 Robo Report but were not re�ected in performance reported in the Q4 2018 Robo Report. In Q2 2020 a
dividend was misattributed to the cash asset class instead of income causing the equity performance of the main Betterment account to be slightly
underrepresented.

28 These accounts were funded with the minimum amount required to establish an account. There is no fee schedule; all accounts are charged the same
asset-based fee. Therefore, performance is not a�ected by the account’s asset level. The fee was waived for an initial promotional period. Had a fee been
levied, re�ected performance would have been lower. As of March 27, 2019, the management fee has been lowered. The lower advisory fee will increase
re�ected performance.

29 This account was funded with the minimum or more than the minimum amount required to establish an account at the time of opening. Had the
account been funded with more assets it would, at certain asset levels, be eligible for a lower advisory fee. The lower advisory fee would have the result of
increasing re�ected performance. After opening, this provider changed its fee schedule, raising the fee for the asset level of the account, but our account
was grandfathered in at the previous, lower fee. New accounts would be subject to the new fee schedule, which may change re�ected performance.

30 These accounts were funded with more than the minimum amount required to establish an account. The account is charged a �at dollar fee subscription
at its service level. Had the accounts been enrolled in di�erent service packages, they could be assessed a higher subscription fee. Because the fee is a �at
dollar amount, a higher account balance would have the result of increasing re�ected performance, while a lower account balance would have the result of
decreasing re�ected performance.

31 These accounts were funded with the minimum amount required to establish an account at the time of opening. This account is enrolled in their
digital-only “Guided Investing” and is charged an asset-based advisory fee. If one were to upgrade to “Guided Investing with an Advisor” which introduces
access to live advisors, a higher asset-based advisory fee schedule would apply, which would decrease re�ected performance.

32 This account has no minimum required to establish an account and is enrolled in the Digital Only plan. If the account was enrolled in the premium
service with access to live advisors, there would be a higher asset-based advisory fee. The higher advisory fee would have the result of decreasing re�ected
performance. All balances above $2 million are charged a lower asset-based advisory fee. A lower advisory fee would have the result of increasing re�ected
performance.

33 This account has no minimum required to establish an account and is enrolled in the Digital Only plan. If the account was enrolled in the premium
service with access to live advisors, there would be a higher asset-based advisory fee. The higher advisory fee would have the result of decreasing reflected
performance. Prior to August 2020, this account was assessed a 0.35% annual management fee As of August 2020, the provider changed the fee structure
such that accounts under $10,000 are not charged a management fee. Our account is under this threshold and will therefore not be charged a management
fee starting in August of 2020. This will have the result of increasing re�ected performance.

34 This account was funded with more than the minimum required to establish an account, There is no management fee levied. Therefore, performance is
not affected by the account’s asset level. This platform has numerous different portfolio strategies. We chose the “moderately aggressive” strategy. Different
portfolio strategies have different allocations which could increase or decrease reflected performance.

35 These accounts were funded with the minimum amount required to establish an account. This account is enrolled in their “Selective Portfolios” and is
charged an asset-based advisory fee. These specific portfolios are only offered at the “Selective Portfolios” level, which charges a higher asset-based advisory
fee due to access to live advisors than the “Essential Portfolios.” Additionally, these portfolios may hold balanced funds. Due to the nature of these funds
and limits in our portfolio management system, we cannot accurately track equity and fixed income performance individually at the portfolio level for
portfolios with balanced fund holdings. Total portfolio performance is unaffected by holding balanced funds.

36 These accounts were funded with more than the minimum amount required to establish an account. There is no fee schedule; all accounts are charged
the same asset-based fee. Therefore, performance is not affected by the account’s asset level. This platform has numerous different portfolio strategies. We
chose the “60/40 classic” option. Different portfolio strategies have different allocations which could increase or decrease reflected performance.

37 These accounts were funded with the minimum amount required to establish an account. This account is enrolled in their “Selective Portfolios” and is
charged an asset-based advisory fee. These specific portfolios are only offered at the “Selective Portfolios” level, which charges a higher asset-based advisory
fee due to access to live advisors than the “Essential Portfolios.”

38 These accounts were opened when the provider charged 0.25% annual management fee. Recently, the fee structure changed to be a �at monthly fee.
However, our account was grandfathered into the old fee structure. This change may have the result of increasing/decreasing re�ected performance based
on account size.

39 This account charges a 0.15% annual management fee and caps the underlying fund fees at 0.05% so that the all-in fee never exceeds 0.20% annually. The
same fee is charged at all asset levels.

40 This account charges 0.55% annually. However, those with a Citi Gold or Priority account (required balances of $50,000 and $200,000 respectively) will
not be charged a management fee, which would increase re�ected performance.

41 This account is enrolled in the “Standard” pricing plan for $120 a year which is paid by an outside bank account. This account was opened with a
$5,000 initial deposit. We assess the fee on the account as though it was opened with a $50,000 initial deposit. We assess a $1 monthly, $12 a year,
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management fee on this account.  A �at dollar fee pricing structure means the level of assets in the account will a�ect net-of-fee performance.

42 These accounts were funded with more than the minimum amount required to establish an account. The account is charged a �at dollar fee
subscription. Because the fee is a �at dollar amount, a higher account balance would have the result of increasing re�ected performance, while a lower
account balance would have the result of decreasing re�ected performance.

43 This account was funded with the minimum or more than the minimum amount required to establish an account at the time of opening. Had the
account been funded with more assets it would, at certain asset levels, be eligible for a lower advisory fee. The lower advisory fee would have the result of
increasing re�ected performance. On June 19th, 2017, Vanguard removed the Robo Report’s primary Vanguard account from the Vanguard Personal
Advisor Services program. As of June 20th, 2017, the primary account was replaced by a secondary account with the same risk pro�le as the primary
account. The returns for the secondary account have been linked to the original primary account. Asset type and allocation between the two accounts at
the time of the switch were very close but not identical.

44 These accounts were funded with more than the minimum amount required to establish an account. There is currently no fee schedule; all accounts are
charged the same asset-based fee. Therefore, performance is not a�ected by the account’s asset level. Previously, the fee was only assessed on balances in
excess of $10,000. In the 1st Quarter of 2018 Wealthfront liquidated the positions in the account used for the 4th Quarter 2017 and previous editions of
this report. A di�erent account was used for this report and is labeled “Wealthfront (Risk 4.0)”. The performance numbers from the previous account are
available in the addendum labeled as “Wealthfront (Risk 3.0)”. The risk scores and thus allocations of the two accounts are di�erent and labeled as such.
Asset type and allocation between the two accounts at the time of the switch were close but not identical. The di�erence in equity allocation between the
accounts on 12/31/2017 was approximately 5.4%.

45 These accounts were funded with the minimum amount required to establish an account. This account is enrolled in their digital-only “Essential
Portfolios” and is charged an asset-based advisory fee. If one were to upgrade to “Selective Portfolios” which introduces access to live advisors, a higher
asset-based advisory fee schedule would apply, which would decrease re�ected performance. Due to the down market in December 2018, this account
engaged in repeated tax-loss harvesting on one of its asset types. All alternative securities were exhausted for this asset type, so to prevent a wash sale, the
entire position, representing approximately 31% of the portfolio, was liquidated and held as cash for a 1 month period, during which time the market
experienced a large upswing. Because this portfolio missed the market upswing, its performance versus the normalized benchmark is lower.

In previous reports, the initial target asset allocation was calculated as the asset allocation at the end of the �rst month after the account was opened. In the
Q3 2018 report, we adjusted our method to calculate the initial target asset allocation as of the end of the trading day after all initial trades were placed in
the accounts. This adjustment has caused some portfolio's initial target allocation to be updated from previous reports. These updates did not change any
initial target allocations of equity, �xed income, cash, or other by more than 1%.

Prior to Q3 2018, due to technological limitations of our portfolio management system, some accounts which contained fractional shares had misstated
the quantity of shares when transactions quantities were smaller than 1/1000th of a share in a position as a result of purchases, sales, or dividend
reinvestments. This had a marginal e�ect on the historical performance of the accounts. The rounding of position quantities caused by this limitation has
been resolved, and quantities have been adjusted to re�ect the full position to the 1/1,000,000th of a share as of the end of Q3 2018. Therefore, this
rounding of fractional shares will not be necessary in the future.

At certain custodians, a combination of the custodian providing us a limited number of digits on fractional share and fractional cent transactions
rounding errors are introduced into our tracking. At quarter-end starting 3/31/2020, we implemented a process to enter small transactions to eliminate
any rounding errors that have built up to more than a full cent. These transactions are small and do not have an appreciable e�ect on performance..
Sharpe ratios and Standard Deviation calculations are calculated with the assumption of 252 trading days in a year.

This report represents Digital Advice LLC’s research, analysis and opinion only; the period tested was short in duration and may not provide a meaningful
analysis; and, there can be no assurance that the performance trend demonstrated by Robos vs indices during the short period will continue. Digital
Advice LLC is owned by Condor Capital Wealth Management, an SEC-registered investment adviser. A copy of Condor’s Disclosure Brochure is available
at www.condorcapital.com. Condor Capital holds a position in Schwab, JP Morgan Chase, and Goldman Sachs in one of the strategies used in many of
their discretionary accounts. As of 03/31/2022, the total size of the position was 37,929 shares of Schwab common stock, 22,769 shares of JP Morgan
Chase common stock, and 5,636 shares of Goldman Sachs common stock. As of 03/31/2022 accounts discretionarily managed by Condor Capital
Management held bonds issued by the following companies: Morgan Stanley, Bank of America, Goldman Sachs, Wells Fargo, E*Trade, Citi Group, JP
Morgan Chase, Citizens Financial Group, Ally Financial, Charles Schwab, and Capital One.

For more information, please contact us at theroboreport@condorcapital.com

Connect with us at: www.facebook.com/TheRoboReport
www.linkedin.com/company/TheRoboReport
www.twitter.com/TheRoboReport
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